Ramkot Shree Shital Dadha basic school

Newsletter December 2018
Namaste friends,
Just before the holidays we would like to look back
with you on the past six months. A period in which
we were busy with the preparations for the sponsor
trip and visits to the schools. These led to a successful stay in Nepal. From 18 October to 8 November,
we visited several villages and schools and were
able to make more than 400 children happy with a
scholarship.
Below you can read where we have all been. Furthermore, an overview of the daily affairs within
H4oN. And ... a prudent preview of 2019.

Highlights, news and actions;
•
•

•
•
•

This year more than 400 children received
a scholarship (school materials);
As a pilot we were able to help 4 disabled
children, in addition to a scholarship, with
wheelchairs and orthopedic materials;
3 schools have received a printer or a
computer;
We paid a visit the deaf school and the disabled; impressive moments!
Plans for 2019;

More background information? Then visit Facebook
or visit our website: www.hart4onderwijsnepal.nl

Last year, Hero Interim Professionals held a fundraising campaign with a great result. Within that
framework, the
very successful
charity dinner
with
auction
took place in
Amsterdam in
early June. The
fund
raising
campaign 2018
was completed with a sponsor trip to Nepal. For this
the management traveled to Nepal together with a
few staff members and business partners to
actually make
the difference
on the spot for
100 children in
Ramkot. In addition to experiencing the culture and nature, it was
mainly about actually handing
over the scholarships and school
supplies. Also for
the coming year
we already know
that through the
generous sponsoring of Hero a scholarship can be
made possible for many children.

Higher Secondary School for deaf children

Dhading Primary School

Robert Kroone we know of the special actions, for
example; the 'Bike to work day', the collection
activities
with
'the
Happy Cargo
Bike',
etc.
The fantastic
result made
it possible
for him and
his friends to deliver a scholarship to a large number
of children (72) on the Sirjana R. Higher Secondary
School for deaf
children
In
addition, thanks
to Reed Business
Information, we
were also able to
carry out a pilot
to help 4 handicapped children with both a
scholarship and wheelchairs and orthopedic
materials. This pilot was a great success and in 2019
we can now let a larger number of handicapped
children go to school!

The fantastic donations from generous (private)
sponsors made it possible for us to go to the village
of Dhading. A place where we were the first foreigners for the local population.

Project Listikot
The ‘Doopsgezinde Gemeente’ in Aalsmeer had already devoted part of the Advent Collection campaign to the Sadbhaw Scholarship Project in 2017.
This resulted in 2018 in a very nice contribution

We have been able to help over 100 children. For
most of them it was the first time in their lives that
they were given a complete clothing set and
shoes. The school materials make it possible for
them to actually go to
school. A long cherished
wish of themselves and
their families. Sponsors
from
Aalsmeer
also
helped out in this project.
That is why 'Master Mark'
has represented a group
of school children from
Aalsmeer. Children from his class had given him a
'greeting from the Netherlands' to hand out.

Plans for 2019…

which has been 'doubled' by the municipality of
Aalsmeer.
In addition to this warm contribution, a good number of donations have also been taken care of by
other sponsors. This enabled us to bring 142 scholarships to Listikot this autumn. A spectacular number!
The Listikot project comprises a total of six schools
in the most inhospitable area of Sindhupalchok. The village lies
in the heavily affected
area of the earthquake in 2015. Most
of the schools have to
be rebuilt and for the students there is a lot of little.
They usually live at a great distance from school.
With the help of our donors, we can now also realize
something special for them in the longer term.
uit te delen.

Although we are still working on 2018, we have already ideas about the possible projects of 2019.
That not everything has been finalised into real
plans is for sure... but still we have a few specific actions planned.
During our visit to Listikot, we discovered that it
would be better if the
group of children in
their last year of school
were able to receive a
scholarship
in
the
spring. The school year
starts in May. That is
why we are going to Listikot in early May. In the
autumn Dhading and
the handicapped children of Mulpani are on
the program anyway. We have commitments from
generous sponsors, so that we can now help a substantial number of children there. You can find more
information about this in the spring newsletter.

New board member H4oN
Last year we welcomed three new board members.
This autumn Aart van Asperen joined H4oN as a
member of the board.
Getting acquainted ......
Aart van Asperen; filmmaker
of films which do tell a story.
"Nepal is the most beautiful
country I have ever been to. I
immediately felt at home.
Nepal and the Nepalese have
given me a lot, I want to do
something back. Not in a large organization, but on
an individual scale. Education is the key to individual development "

Finally 2018 ... welcome 2019!
It is heart-warming how you, our sponsors and donors, contributed in different ways in the past year
to actually make a difference for all children. A difference between ‘no chance’ and ‘a bit of a
chance’ for a better future.
Thanks to all your help, we have grown as a foundation. As it stands now, 500 scholarships is a nice
and achievable goal for 2019. A goal that can be realized in Nepal in a practical and logistical way. We
hope to be able to count on your help again next
year, because only with each other can!

Happy holidays and a warm 'Namaste' from us
as board H4oN !!
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